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Alban Hoxha is one of the top realtors in
Keystone State and Garden State Properties
Group. With his knowledge and expertise in the
Philadelphia and South Jersey real estate market
coupled with his years of experience in
marketing; has lead Alban to his success in the
real estate industry. Alban Hoxha takes each
client by the hand and does his very best to
exceed all expectations. Specializing in listing
mid to high end homes , Alban has what it takes
to get your home sold for top dollar. Through his
extensive marketing plans he is able to reach a
variety of buyers who are a perfect fit for your
home.

The home search can be a difficult time for a home buyer in
2023. After seeing the market drastically change it is hard
to understand where you fit in buying a home. You generally
have been searching for homes through zillow or realtor.com
and feel overwhelmed with the amount of options out there.
It is important to really understand how much you are able
to afford so you have a general idea of how much you
should look for. When you had enough of looking online and
ready to get down and dirty. You now face another
challenge. WHO SHOULD I HIRE?
Who you choose to help you in buying a home is also a very
important step in the home buying process. A lot has
changed and 2023 is defintely not going to be the same as
2022. It is important to have the right professionals who
understand the market and who are able to get you the best
possible deal when buying a home. In the next page we will
discuss your pre-qualification and how to win in this market
and get a beautiful home without going over asking.

What is a pre-qualificationl? The term pre-qualification
refers to an estimate for the credit given by a lender based
on information provided by a borrower. This allows both
realtors and home sellers know you are serious about buying
a home. Having this piece of paper gets you one step closer
to buying a home.
With your pre-qualification, the lender is giving you a stamp
of approval. That being said, having a pre-qualification
does not mean you automatically are cleared to buy a
home. Having your finances in order such as having enough
for a down payment, closing costs and making sure your not
making any major purcahses between now and closing on
your home is critical. There is no easier way of me saying
this.. DO NOT BUY ANY EXPENSIVE STUFF. I know how hard
that must be for you, but its necessary. When you have
yourself a lender who does an amazing job, they will make
sure to explain more in depth.

Here is the big difference between the 2022 real estate
market and 2023. Interest rates have risen causing home
prices to begin to level out. This creates more inventory
which allows home buyers to be in the advantage. Back in
2021 and 2022 interest rates were hitting a historical low
causing homes to sell faster and with ridiculous over asking
offers. Your chances were slim... and frustrating. Luckily ,
now homes are staying on market for longer. Prices have
also began to decrease. This allows you the home owner to
put in offers at asking price, or even below asking price.
IMPORTANT TIP:
Ask your realtor about credit towards closing. You can
incorporate this within your offer or during the inspection
period if unexpected repairs popped up.
The conclusion is that home prices have fallen, days on
market have risen and interest rates have risen as well. The
buyer now has more advantages. Yes.. the interest rates are
higher however you can get a great deal on a house, and
refinance your mortgage whenever the rates drop.

THANK YOU

Thank you for taking the time to read my 3 step
2023 buyers guide. If you have any questions or
are interested in either selling or buying a
home, please contact me below.
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